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Capture all angles in the nursery with the new Uniden wireless baby monitor

A leader in wireless communication, Uniden,
has extended its award-winning Baby Watch
range with a new digital wireless baby video
monitor including two cameras (BW3002).

The new BW3002 includes a compact 5.8cm
digital wireless monitor, with a secure digital
crystal-clear display, giving parents and
caregivers peace of mind while viewing or
listening as baby is sleeping. The portable monitor also includes intuitive features such as a walkie
talkie function, allowing parents and caregivers to calm and reassure bub if unsettled. It can also
be used to communicate to others in the home while tending to their baby.

The easy-to-use, adjustable clamp cameras provide flexibility when setting up viewing points
around the nursery, meaning those little moments can be captured from any angle. Switch
between different camera views effortlessly via the monitor device.

The monitor can also observe the room environment using the featured temperature display with
a temperature range alert, flagging sudden changes to comfort levels in the nursery.

Parents can use the two cameras to assist with settling bub at nap time by playing the selection
of lullabies stored on the device, while keeping watch from the monitor.

With a compact design, the monitor and cameras are easy to pack away to use on holiday or take
to the grandparents for a night away, and can be set-up and ready to use in a matter of minutes.
All Uniden Baby Watch monitors have a digitally encrypted signal to ensure a secure connection.

Uniden 5.8cm digital wireless baby video monitor with two cameras (BW3002)
•

5.8cm colour screen and a walkie talkie function

•

Includes two adjustable clamp-style cameras

•

Temperature display with temperature range alert

•

Selection of lullabies and a night light feature

•

Exclusive to BabiesRUs

RRP $229.96

Learn more about the Uniden Baby Watch BW3002 monitor here:
https://www.uniden.com.au/AUSTRALIA/p_bw3002_index.asp

For customer enquiries: phone Uniden 1300 366 895 or see www.uniden.com.au
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